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A Deeper Look Into 
Sight Word Instruction

Tools 4 Reading

Objectives
During this session we will…

• define sight words.

• identify regular and irregular high frequency words.

• learn multisensory ways to teach irregular words.

• ponder an alternative scope and sequence to 
teach these words.

Reading is a multifaceted skill, gradually acquired over years of instruction and practice.

The Many Strands that are Woven into Skilled Reading
(Scarborough, 2001)

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

VOCABULARY KNOWLEDGE

LANGUAGE STRUCTURES

VERBAL REASONING

LITERACY KNOWLEDGE

PHON. AWARENESS

DECODING (and SPELLING)

SIGHT RECOGNITION

SKILLED READING:
fluent execution and
coordination of word 
recognition and text
comprehension.

LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION

WORD RECOGNITION

increasingly

automatic

increasingly
strategic

Skilled Reading-
fluent coordination 

of word reading 
and comprehension 

processes
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A sight word is a word whose unique letter 
sequence is recognized instantly and 
automatically at a glance.

This means when we become proficient readers,  almost 
every word we encounter should be recognized 
automatically. 

The words on this slide are sight words…you do not have to 
process any words in a letter-by-letter fashion. 

Sight Words: As Defined 
in Reading Psychology

How Are Sight Words 
Learned?

• Prerequisites – letter recognition, phonemic 
awareness, and understanding that speech 
maps to print. 

• As students develop the previous skills, they 
begin to recognize the differences between 
words and attend to the print. 

• Once the alphabetic mapping system is known, 
readers can build a vocabulary of sight words easily. 

• Commonly occurring words in children�s 
literature (Dolch List)

• Most frequent words occurring in literature 
processed instantly by good readers (Instant 
List, Fry List) 

• Approximately 300 words account for 65% of 
the words in texts. 

High Frequency Words &  Sight 
Word Confusion
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Where did these words come from?

FRY’S LIST: Edward Fry, Ph.D. (1925-2010)
• Fry’s List was published in 1950’s, with several 

updates since then. 
• Most recent version published in 1990’s.
• Meant for grades 1-6
• 1000 Instant Words…most common words in 

English language.
• Arranged in order of frequency of occurrence in 

reading materials and in children’s writing (Fry, 
1999, p13).

• First 100- make up about half of all written material
• First 300-make up about 65% of all written materials

Most frequent words in all literature.

Where did these words come from?

DOLCH WORD LIST: Edward W. Dolch, Ph.D., 
(1889-1961)
• Originally compiled in 1930’s
• Included only service words 220 list:  prepositions, 

conjunctions, pronouns, adverbs, adjectives, verbs
• Called service words because they “are used in all 

writing, no matter what subject” (Dolch, 1941, p. 
206)

• Meant for grades 1-3
• 220 words, excluding nouns, listed in various ways
• 95 most frequent nouns listed separately
• Words found in Children’s Literature

Sight Word Lists
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an then us fast mom
and up well fell next
at will went fish past
but am add fix pick
can back ask got plants
did big bad hill rest
had end bed hit run
him hand best job sat
if help black jump set
in just box kept shall
it land bus kids ship
not man cat killed shot
on men catch left sick
that most class less stand
this must cut let stop
when off dad list stuff
with put dog lost sun

get still full lot ten
red tell fun lots that's 
than wish lunch win
them fact mad yes

miss

Closed Syllables

Current Practices
High Frequency Words

*often referred to as “sight words”
Dolch Words, Fry Instant Words, or words selected in Reading 

program.

Practice often includes:
* sending words home for students to memorize
* drilling with flash cards

Instruction is often separate from phonics instruction.

High Frequency Words become Sight Words

They fall into two categories:           

Regular and Irregular

about
of

water

bestsaw

were
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Identifying regular and 
irregular?

• Regular words can be sounded out. 
• Words that we use for phoneme grapheme 

mapping. 

• These words follow patterns. 
• night, cone, sail, bed, athlete

• Irregular words do not have a typical or 
common phoneme grapheme match. 
• said, (sed) of (ov), put (poot), does (duz)

“The first sound is /b/. We spell /b/ with a ‘b.’”  
“The second sound is /ŭ/. We spell /ŭ/ with a ‘u.’”  
“The last sound is /j/.  When the /j/ sound is at the 
end of a word or syllable and comes after a short 
vowel, it is spelled ‘dge.’  Let’s look at the vowel.  
Is it short? (yes) So we spell the final /j/ with a 
‘dge’”

b u dge

Systematic Steps for Phoneme 
Grapheme Mapping

Phoneme Grapheme 
Mapping Practice

best

saw
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High Frequency Words become Sight Words

They fall into two categories:           

Regular and Irregular

about
of

water

bestsaw

were

an then us fast mom
and up well fell next
at will went fish past
but am add fix pick
can back ask got plants
did big bad hill rest
had end bed hit run
him hand best job sat
if help black jump set
in just box kept shall
it land bus kids ship
not man cat killed shot
on men catch left sick
that most class less stand
this must cut let stop
when off dad list stuff
with put dog lost sun

get still full lot ten
red tell fun lots that's 
than wish lunch win
them fact mad yes

miss

Closed Syllables

Open 
Syllables

Consonant 
Le

like five a for fare simple
made grade be her form possible
make hope by or hard
time life go first heard
came lives he part near
home making I form order
line nice me learn park
live ride my turned scared
name side no years short
page size she car start
place space so dark started
same state we door store
take while me early third
ate woke dry earth yard
bike sky girl
broke try hurt
close why
game tried
gave

Vowel Consonant E R-Controlled Vowels
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day play feel rain long
down read feet real things
each right few point think
how say fight room bring
look see food round
may show free school
now sound green sea
out three grow seen
see too high shown
way boat hour sleep
boy books keep snow
day boot knew soon
found clean leave stay
good deep light stood
great draw looking street
know dream main teach
means easy might throw
need eat moon took
new night tree
our own week

Vowel Teams

Multi-
Syllabic 
with schwa

Single 
Syllable 
with Schwa

number outside ever about some
after paper funny other from
became party getting another come
before perhaps however around front
different probably important away love
even really inside mother young 
follow river instead above
going running every across
over sister everything brother
able story example idea
became summer family reason
began teacher finally problem
being themselves happy person
below under lady second
between until later several
body upon maybe trouble
city without morning along
dinner trying myself complete
during baby never among

often nothing coming

Regular Multi-syllabic 

Scope and Sequence
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Closed 
Syllable 

Sight 
Words 
by skill

Two Sound 
Words 2. Short i 4. Short u 6. Diagraphs 7. Blends

8. Diagraphs 
"ck"

am did put that hand back
an him bus than land sick
at big fun this ask
if fix run with fact Trigraphs
in hit sun wish fast catch
it win 5. Short e fish past
on kids get ship list Floss Rule
up 3. Short o red shot most class
us not men when lost miss

box bed them must less
1. Short A dog let then jump shall
and got set end will
can job ten help still
had lot yes went hill
man lots best full
add mom kept tell
bad left well

cat Contractions next fell
dad that's rest off
mad stop stuff
sat black

plants killed
stand
lunch

Let’s Practice Grouping 
Words by Skill

• Group One:  Vowel Consonant E
• Group Two: Open Syllables
• Group Three: Vowel Teams A 
• Group Four: Vowel Teams B
• Group Four: R-Controlled

Multi-
Syllabic 
with schwa

Single 
Syllable 
with Schwa

number outside ever about some
after paper funny other from
became party getting another come
before perhaps however around front
different probably important away love
even really inside mother young 
follow river instead above
going running every across
over sister everything brother
able story example idea
became summer family reason
began teacher finally problem
being themselves happy person
below under lady second
between until later several
body upon maybe trouble
city without morning along
dinner trying myself complete
during baby never among

often nothing coming

Regular Multi-syllabic 

until
upon 
often

river
after 
summer
dinner
ever
never
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Irregular 
Multi-
syllabic 
Words

all his I’m those care into
are many kind though carry again
as more large thought caught animals
do one live told certain little
has their move used clothes everyone
have these old walk cold father
is two only wanted couldn’t favorite
of use picture wasn't country beautiful
said who should whole didn’t believe
the would small against died people
there write through almost doing because
they air very already either water
to also want although else heavy
was any were always enough money
what asked where anything goes someone
you change work ball gone something
your does world both I’d special
been don’t once better field they're
call give since brought four wouldn't 
which here sure build friend today
find house talk buy group together
could much heart called half behind

such hold lived mind

Single Syllable Irregular

Suggested Restructuring
• Integrate high frequency words into your daily instruction

• Focus on words that follow the pattern you are teaching
• an, can, man, than

• has, as 

• ask, and

• What do all of these words have in common? 

• short a /ă/

Those words that do not follow phonic patterns.

You have to learn them by heart!

Irregular Words  (Irregular or Heart)

“heart” words must 

be learned by 

“heart”

Beating 
heart

http://www.cuorhome.net/heart-images/clipart/animated-clipart/beating-heart-2/
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True or False? 

ü Irregular words require a different storage 
process compared to regular words. 

Handout with most common 
Irregular Words

Irregular(Reading(Words(

above( ((((((ŭ(bŭv)( ( ( bush( ( (boosh)( ( enough( (ē(nŭf)( (

again((((((((((ŭ(gĕn)( ( ( busy( ( (bĭ(zē)( ( ( eye( ( (ī)(

aisle( ((((((īl)( ( ( ( buy( ( (bī)( ( ( father( (((((((((fŏth(er)(

answer((((((ăn(ser)( ( ( bye( ( (bī)( ( ( flood( ( (flŭd)(

any( ((((((ĕ(nē)( ( ( calf( ( (kăf)( ( ( folk( ( (fōk)(

anyone((((((ĕn(ē(wŭn)( ( ( canoe( ( (kă(noo)( ( floor( ( (flor)(

are( ((((((ar)( ( ( ( chalk( ( (chauk)( ( four( ( (for)(

aunt( ((((((ănt)( ( ( climb( ( (klīm)(((( ( fourth( ( (forth)(

beauty(((((((bū(tē)( ( ( comb( ( (kōm)( ( ( front( ( (frŭnt)(

been( ((((((bĭn)( ( ( come( ( (kŭm)( ( ( fruit( ( (froot)(

beige( ((((((bāzh)( ( ( country( (kŭn(trē)( ( full( ( (fool)(

biscuit( ((((((bĭs(kĭt)( ( ( cousin( ( (kŭz(ĭn)(( ( give( ( (gĭv)(

blood( ((((((blŭd)( ( ( czar( ( (zar)( ( ( goes( ( (gōz)(

board( ((((((bord)( ( ( daughter( (dau(ter)( ( gone( ( (gŏn)(

bought(((((((baut)( ( ( detour(( (dē(toor)( ( guard( ( (gard)(

broad( ((((((braud)( ( ( do( ( (doo)( ( ( guide( ( (gīd)(

bruise( ((((((brooz)( ( ( does( ( (dŭz)( ( ( guy( ( (gī)(

build( ((((((bĭld)( ( ( done( ( (dŭn)( ( ( half( ( (hăf)(

built( ((((((bĭlt)( ( ( door( ( (dor)( ( ( have( ( (hăv)(

buoy( ((((((boo(ē)( ( ( double(( (dŭ(bl)( ( ( heard( ( (herd)(

bureau(((((((byoor(ō)( ( ( doubt( ( (dout)( ( ( heart( ( (hart)(

bury( ((((((bĕr(ē)( ( ( early( ( (er(lē)( ( ( iron( ( (ī(ern)(

(

heartwordmagic.com
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Skywriting

• Students now employ the body memory technique of 
skywriting.

• Students raise their writing hand in the air and hold out their 
arm very straight.

• Students say the word and skywrite the graphemes in the 
word, verbalizing each grapheme as they “write”.

• The word should be written on the board in large letters for 
the students to trace in the air.

Skywriting (continued)

• Say the word, name the graphemes while writing.

• Repeat 3x’s

• The third time, encourage students to close their 
eyes and visualize the word while writing

Irregular Word Routine

1. Trace the word 3x’s
• Say the word and name the letters each time 

you trace and write the word.

2. Write the word 3x’s

1. Stand & Sky-write the word 3x’s
• Say the word, name the letters while writing in 

the air.

2. Write from memory 3x’s
• Say the word and name the letters each time 

you write it.
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Let’s Try It!

said

Now Let’s Put It All Together…
Irregular Word (Heart or Red) Routine

does
What’s the word?     does

What letters?     d-o-e-s
What word?    does

Now, fold your paper in half.

Trace the word “does” 3x’s.
Write the word “does” 3x’s.

Skywrite the word 3x’s
Close eyes on 3rd time

does
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Now write the word 3x’s from memory.

Practice Time!

Take turns teaching your table partner the word 
“again” using the routine we just learned.

Decide who will be the teacher and who will be 
the student first, then reverse the roles.

Reviewing Irregular Words
• Irregular words should be taught at the beginning 

of the week and practiced throughout the week.  

• Previously learned heart words should be 
periodically reviewed to check retention.

• As a general guideline, introduce 2-5 new heart 
words per week. 

• Review heart words DAILY.
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What Will Change?

Now that you have learned the true meanings 
and differences between High Frequency 
Words, Irregular (Red or Heart) Words, and Sight 
Words…

Turn to your table partner and discuss what you 
may/may not do different in your classroom 
regarding sight word instruction.

Thank you! 

Tools4Reading Symposium
Bartlesville

Presented by
Tammy Daniel

tdaniel.ifocus@gmail.com
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